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.M = 25, nzx = 16, nsx = 1 

and according to relation (2.2) 

nP X=l.~X+2n~x=--1.16+2.1=18 

Y = 1, y’ = 2, npQ = 24, S, - 18, no = 12, min p. = 25, min d = 19 

The reduced number of gaps MP given by relation (2.8) is 

M, = 25--18-i = 18--12 = 24 - 18 = I/% (24--12) = 25-49 = 6 

According to relation (2.13) the number of faces is 

l?=Mp+2y’==6+4=10 
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Two continuity equations describing a symmetric two-way traffic flow are considered. 
These equations are then used to find the instant of formation of a shock wave by the 
Riemann method. 

The theoretical analysis of traffic flows has lately received much attention ; theories 
of traffic flows have been constructed on the basis of analysis of motion of descrete ob- 

jects (often called “motorcars”), mathematical statistics @, 21. classical mechanics [3- 

-53. and statistical mechanics [S]. Survey 153 contains a discussion of studies applying 
the hydrodynamic analogy to traffic flows. The first of the two current trends of research 
is based on the kinematic wave theory ; the second is based on the Greenberg relation 

for continuous traffic flows. The kinematic waves traveling opposite to the direction of 
traffic and the distinctions between them and dynamic waves are considered in [3]. 

We make use of the hydrodynamic model of a two-way traffic flow. The traffic flow 

in this model is described by two continuity equations and by two empirical relationships 
between the velocities and densities of the flows of cars moving in opposite directions. 
The hydrodynamic model of a traffic flow enables us to predict the formation of shock 
waves and to analyse many cases of shock wave propagation in the flow. The basic pro- 

perties of traffic flow are established in 143. 
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The propagation of a wave over the homogeneous flow range is considered under the 

assumption that the initial flow density distribution has a discontinuity in its derivative 
with respect to the direction, so that the wave front intersects like characteristics. The 
instant t* at which an indeterminacy domain arises is computed by mapping the I;IOW 

onto itself n], whereupon the points of intersection of the characteristics of the same 

family turn out to be critical points of the mapping. 

1. The two-way flow equations. Let p and q be the densities of the car 
flow and ~b and ZJ the average velocities of the cars moving to the right and to the left, 

respectively, so that tp=pu>,o, u>,o; Y = qv<o, VgO 

A two-way traffic flow is described by the continui~ equations 

& + ‘px = *, 9$+yX=Q fl.il 

and by the functions tt = f @, qf, a = g (p, of which are assumed to be known from expe- 

riment [4, 51. The functions f and g have the following properties: 
f is a monotonically decreasing ftmctlon, g is a monotonically increasing function; 

for every q (P) there is value of P (q) for which n = 0 (u = 0); 
f (P* 4) = - g (P, 9) fs the condition of symmetry of the flows. 

In the hodograph plane Eqs. (1.1) become 

=a - 4P4, tq 4 PLf* fp = 0, xp - (C&J, t, + qap tq = 0 

Let us rewrite Eqs. (1.1) in matrix form, 

u, + A ux -j- R = 0 

Let ix,2 be an eigenvalue and L112 an eigenvector of the matrix A. Then 

8, Exptawfonr for tha ctitic6t fnttrnt t, f71. 
wave front, We introduce the coordinates t’ and a2 setting 

f’= t, ~~+-POX==O 

Let 4) ft, 2) be the 

where J.* is the eigenvalue corresponding ta the wave front. Then, multiplying the mat- 
trix equation by the vector L’, we obtain 

Lf [z&+&i --h’D&)U’O 

L@Q= 0, if xi3 h@ 

Let 

If = [V,]+-.== u, I --U, 
a-=L I (D--o+ 

x = 1~#1+-” 
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and let the subscript 0 refer to the constant conditions ahead of the wave front. The 

foregoing conditions then imply that 

L+?I=O, k’#X@; L0%,.=0, hi=hO, i=@=l (2.1) 

The solution of Eqs. (2.1) can be written as 

Let us consider the expression a 
at) XQ, = (V, 5@) u, 

where V,, is a gradient operator in U-space. Along # = 0 we have 

-r&= (VU X0)* II 
or t 

x = x8 + 
s 

(V, hQ)),II df’ 
0 

The instant t* is therefore determined by the relation 

Substituting 

t* 
0 = zO* + S (V,??)o II dt’ 

0 

(V&O)0 = IX* 

2.2) 

into expression (2, i?), we obtain .i 
-=- 
t* PX* ( 

~+~~~~ 
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